
Disavowed EX-Members: 

 
In light of those with whom we have parted ways...  
 
“The following members of the Vested Members of ARMA are no longer affiliated with 
the Organization as of  (Date shown), and shall here-forth be put into the “file” as 
DISAVOWED. 

 

David aka Shadow 8/19/2009 

DC aka “Big Dog" 2/13/12 

Mike aka "Psycho" 8/12/12 

Richelle B aka Reese  3/16/15 

Denise “Dee” G   2/13/17 

Mae Moon   7/9/17 

Colleen K    9/23/17 

Bear 10/15/18 

Ginger aka “Jingles”10/16/18 

Johnny Bongo aka “JB” 10/16/18 

LeeJ “Pinky”   09/08/19 

 
 
Excerpt of ARMA CHARTER 5th ed. 
 
Section 8.03 – ARMA Patch usage defined (a) The “large” patch (8 inches or larger in diameter) may be worn exclusively 
by Fully Vested members only. While a Vested member may wear the large patch, the Council of Elders retains the right 
to revoke this privilege, and may request that the patch be returned. If requested, the Vested member accepts and agrees 
to return any large patches to the CoE.    
 
 
I always remind myself every friendship (like pearls collected for a necklace- are for a reason or a 
season) ARMA fulfills/fullfilled a surrogate family spot, a need for tribe, a place to grow within, an 
ever needed expression or outlet for each of us... sometimes too for a reason or season people 
come and people go. The only constant in life is change. If we have quit satisfying someone’s 
need... or they need something else... so be it...may they go in peace, love and light. As we merry 
meet may we also merry part. Sometimes breakups are hard, but life's ebbs and flows as one's 
needs also change come and go.  We have a master list of all patches ever issued and 
sometimes there is a parting of ways.   The Prodigal sons and daughters of the wind go forth, but 
without wearing our symbol of unity any longer!   They no longer stand for ARMA. 


